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Mémé Vlafonou Dedication:
A mon feu époux Simon Vlafonou et à mes petits enfants

To my late husband Simon Vlafonou and to my
grandchildren

The social function of storytelling and stories in Africa:

In Africa the tale, like orality, is the greatest means of
education and instruction of the child. During the
evenings when the moon was bright, the children

gathered around their grandparents to listen to tales.
This gathering had several meanings. This allowed the

children to come together, to learn the meaning of
cohabitation. It created in the children the stability

which awakens in them the sense of family spirit. The
conclusions, the lessons learned at the end of each tale,
were intended to educate children, to open their minds
so that they know the difference between goodness and

wickedness in order to opt for good and avoid evil .

-Sandrine Chikou, Three Sisters Education Fund
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“In my day, education was based on orality.
Stories were told to children in order to teach
them valuable lessons. It also enabled them to
develop a sense of active listening. But today

the narrative or oral storytelling is slowly
disappearing. Children learn their lessons

through workbooks at school. We don’t have
storytelling evenings anymore where we tell

folktales. Children are too busy doing
homework at night.

My goal for this book is to highlight the culture
of Benin. I tell the young people to always
follow in the footsteps of their elders. They

must also be friendly and approach those who
are older, to actually listen and understand

the stories of those who came before."
   - Mémé Vlafonou
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Xue nu xo tʃe zɔ ̆mɔ ̆viɲ bo jɛ sunu ɖokpoji. 

Formerly in a very distant forest lived a
"bizarre" being
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Sunu ɔ ̆eɖo nukun a.̆ E ka yiɲ gbɛtɔ a. Vodun
wɛ. E ɖo ta boɖo alɔ e ka do nu kun a.̆ ɖa e ɖo
tatɔ ̆ɔ ̆egɔ kaka bo bu nukun mɛn bi niɲ. e ɖo
nukun ɖee enɔ ̆mɔ ̆le ɔ e ɖo a. E ka ɖo mɛn ɖe
bu a. E ɖo asi a. e ka yiɲ gbɛtɔ bo ɖo ta. bo ɖo

ɖa. bɔ datɔ ̆tʃi gbehan ɖaxo ɖɔhun.

He had a head but had no eyes. The hair on his
head was so long that it covered the whole

body. He could be compared to a Vodun.
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E ɖo zuka ̆ɖokpo mɛn. E yiɲ e go siɲ zuka ̆mɛn
bo jɛ gbe e ma ̆yiɲ atiɲ ga ̆un ga ̆un a ̆lɛ mɛn ɔ.̆
kaa da si tɔ.̆ e nɔ ̆ɖiɖa kaa daakpo mɛn. bo nɔ̆
so kpla bo niɲ e jɛ fiena ̆yɔ te niɲ ganji ɔ. E jɛ

fie niɲ ɔ ̆enɔ ̆de ka siɲ akpo ɔ mɛn. Bo nɔ ̆sɔ ɖo
ta. E ze ka ɖo taa e nɔ ̆ɖɔ “ndeeeeeelu.”

He had a calabash. When he was hungry, he
came out of the forest, put the calabash on his

head and said “Ndeeelu."
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e nyiɲ e dɔ “ndeelu” ɔ fi de e jujɔ ̆(e si gosiɲ fi
ka ka gbɔ misiɔ ̆dɔ nɛn lɛ bi) bi sese na mɛn. bo
na tʃi tʃe tʃe le bɔ ziɲ kpo de ji e na jijɔ ̆ena ̆jijɔ̆

ziɲkpo ɔ ji.

He drew out Ndeelu as he said it. The word
ensured that his locality became healthy.

E jijɔ ̆ziɲkpo ɔ ji ɔ e na ̆ɖɔ “ndeeeeeelu.”

A stool appeared then. So he sat down and
once again said the word, "Ndeeelu."
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dɔ “ndeelu” we gɔɔ, nu dudu e mahu blo, sɛ do
gbɛ mɛ fi bɔ gbɛtɔ nɔ ̆du ɔ bi na ̆wa. Yovo tɔ ̆wɛ

a, mɛwi tɔ ̆wɛa, alokpa de bu wɛa. 

The most delicious dishes in the world then
appeared around him and he ate with gusto

until he was completely full.
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La ̆o jlo e ɔ , Xueyi e jlo e ɔ. Ziɲnkpo e ji e jijɔ ̆ɖe
e ɖalɔ mɛn, de do asa tɔmɛn leɔ etɔ ̆ena ̆du lɛ ɔ

anɔ ̆kpɔ ̆bo nɔ ̆tʃia ̆bo nɔ ̆tʃia ̆bo nɔ ̆du.

Once satisfied, he pronounced his incantatory
word again, "Ndeeelu" and all the foods

disappeared and became again like before.
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La ̆o jlo e ɔ , Xueyi e jlo e ɔ. Ziɲnkpo e ji e jijɔ ̆ɖe
e ɖalɔ mɛn, de do asa tɔmɛn leɔ etɔ ̆ena ̆du lɛ ɔ

anɔ ̆kpɔ ̆bo nɔ ̆tʃia ̆bo nɔ ̆tʃia ̆bo nɔ ̆du.

In a neighboring village, famine was rife. The
inhabitants of this village were barely able to

eat once a day.



bo gbetɔ dokpo wa xwe yiɲgbe bo ɖo atiɲ ji do
zukamɛn deee bo ɖo kpikpɔ ̆iɲ wɛ. bɛ ɖo a gbɛtɔ
jiɲ ka yiɲ mɛn elɔ a. ma ̆kpɔ ̆nu e jlɛ gbe e ja. E
tɔ ̆siɲ zun ka ̆mɛn nu gbo. bo wa jɛ weji. bo ɖɔ

“ndeeelu”  

One day a hunter in search of wild animals in
the forest fell upon the "bizarre being" with

long hair. He watched him and saw how he was
feeding himself by putting the calabash on his

head and saying Ndeeeelu.
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Bɔ a yi hɔ ̆ɔ ̆nyan ɔ ̆nɔ ̆yi, ayi hɔ ̆nyan ɔ ̆nɔ ̆yi.
nyan ɔ ̆ɖo yiyi wɛ kaka e wa kpe denu bɔ nyan ɔ̆

wa waa.

The hunter returned to the village and
returned to the forest five days later.
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E wa ɔ nya ̆ɔ ̆ɖatiɲ ji ɖe e de bo mɔ ̆ɛn . Bɛ dɔ a
nya ̆ᴐ̆ dida ka ɔ ɖo ta bo dɔ “ndeeeeeelu” bɔ

ayikungba ̆bi mɛn. gbeha ̆ɔ ̆bi vɔ bo ki fi dɔ un
le.  “Ndeeeeeelu” bɔ ziɲ kpo dee ji e nɔ ̆jijɔ ̆ɔ.̆

ziɲ kpo ɔ wa bɔ e jiɲ janyiɲ. ziɲ kpo ɔ wɛ nɔ ̆xlɛ
ali ɖe ena tun nun tɔ ̆de e na ̆du ɔ. nya ̆ɔ ̆ka we

zun bo jɛ nu dudu (ogbade wɛ a, ogi wɛ a,
ayikun wɛ a, aziɲ wɛ a). e jɛ bi bɛ siɲ fidee e ɖɔ

“ndeeelu” de ɔ. Bobɛ nududu ka ka bɔ. 

He waited until all the foods appeared,
grabbed the food and brought it back to the

village.
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bɔ ehɛn nududu ɔ bo ma ̆nu to tɔ ̆lɛ bi. bɔ to tɔ̆
lɛ bɛ e du. bɔ ye bi dunu do to ye tɔ ̆mɛn

bogoxo bɔ xovɛ sɔ nɔ ̆mɛn de ji a.

All the villagers were pleased with it, and all
even regaled the king of the village with the

story of the hunter's feat.
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giɲ nya ̆towɛ e wa bɛ nududu ɔ nya ̆wa le bo ze
kaa do ta bo dᴐ “ndeeelu” ɔ bɔ nududu lɛ bi see
waɔ. gbɛtɔɔ gbɔ ̆gudo bo ɖiɖa kaa ɔ. bɛ jɛ kaa
ba ji. ejɛ kaa baji, e sɔ mɔ ̆kaa a. bo gbɔ sᴐ nu

bo ɖido.

The hunter returned to the forest another time
and stole the calabash of the "bizarre" being.
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Bɔ ye jɛ zuka ̆tɛntiɲ bɔ e ɖiɖa kaa ɖo ta bo miɔ̆
nuku bo ɖɔ “ndeeeeelu” bɔ ziɲ kpo ɔ wa bo wa
jijaĭɲ. bɔ nududu lɛ bi tɛ. bɔ to ɔ bi nya ̆gbo jɛ

mɛn. bo jɛ nu du ji fay̆an fay̆a ̆ fay̆a ̆fay̆a.̆ 

The hunter said the word Ndeeeeeelu, and
food appeared in the calabash.

In the village he served everyone enough food
to satisfy their hunger.
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 bɔ toga ̆emi na ̆gbɔ bo ze ga ̆ɔ jo niɲ. dɔ eze
kaa emi na gbɔ ze ga ̆jo niɲ bɔ

e na ̆hiɲ to ɔ niɲ emi.
Bɔ nya ̆ɖe ɔ ɖɔ e nyɔ ̆bo yi gbe.

The king of the village then gave the hunter his
crown and so the hunter became king because

he was able to find a solution to the famine
that ravaged his village.
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About the Author:
Mémé Vlafonou is a loving mother of seven

children, Marie, Madeleine, Luc, Martin,
Victoire, Raphaël, and Galbert.  

When she was an adolescent, her mother told
her the tale about Ndeelu. Mémé Vlafonou

would like to pass on her Beninese culture to
younger generations.
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